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Abstract— Local localization of a fully autonomous mobile
robot in a partial map is an important aspect from the view
point of accurate map building and safe path planning. The
problem of correcting the location of a robot in a partial map
worsens when sonar sensors are used. When a mobile robot is
exploring the environment autonomously, it is rare to get the
consistent pair of features or readings from two different
positions using sonar sensors. So the approaches, which rely on
readings or features matching, are prone to fail without
exhaustive mathematical calculations of sonar modeling and
environment modeling. This paper introduces link graph based
robust two step feature chain based localization for achieving
online SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) using
sonar data only. Instead of relying completely on matching of
feature to feature or point to point, our approach finds possible
associations between features to localize. The link graph based
approach removes many false associations enhancing the
SLAM process. We also map features onto Occupancy Grid
(OG) framework taking advantage of its dense representation
of the world. Combining features onto OG overcomes many of
its limitations such as the independence assumption between
cells and provides for better modeling of the sonar providing
more accurate maps.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N this paper we will focus on issue of continuous
localization of a mobile robot, which is inevitable
requirement for any fully autonomous mobile system to
navigate safely in a partially known environment and to
explore and build accurate and safe map of the environment.
During the process of exploration, robot takes decisions to
move to different locations to get a new 360 scan of the
unknown portion of the environment to increment the map
and plans a safe path within the known region to reach there.
During the process of scanning and moving, the robot looses
track of its 3D position (x,y,T) due to unavoidable odometric
error, which needs to be corrected before any further
exploration action has to be taken. This Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping problem (SLAM) is considered as
chicken and egg problem in mobile robotics; because for
building an accurate map and planning a safe and correct
path robot need to know its exact position, which requires
localization, but to localize the robot need to have the map.
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Figure 1 shows a map built by an autonomous robot, which
is actually the map of a straight corridor, but due to the
localization error the straight parallel walls are appearing as
curved walls.
Offline SLAM processes tend to delay the localization
process as they await the detection of features such as
corners and edges or more data. But in an exploration
process such delays can become unacceptable and requires
for correction of robot pose at frequent intervals. In sonar
based exploration due to very limited number of accurately
detected features in one scan frequent pose correction is
difficult. This is because edges and corners are highly
unreliable (sometimes may not be detected also) and wall
segments are the only reliable features. Our approach creates
feature chain having a root feature and other link features
using wall segments, which is used for localization. And the
link graph approach removes the false associations between
wall segments and corner and edge readings and gives a
reliable set of associations suitable for SLAM. This it does
by doing angle fit and distance fit analysis over several
possible association patterns and chooses the best set of
associations.
There are basically two broad approaches for SLAM. One
is based on feature matching and another is based on raw
data matching. But these approaches are basically dependent
on the assumption that the inputs from the sensors are
reliable and consistent. Generally a combination of sensors
like vision and sonar [1] are used or a laser sensor [2, 3] is
used or camera [4] is used. But very few authors [5, 6] have
addressed the SLAM problem in indoor environment with
only sonar sensors. The reason is that, by using sonar
sensors, the situation rapidly deteriorates since sonar

Fig. 1: Map of a straight corridor without correcting localization
error during map building process. Straights walls are appearing
as a curved.

readings are susceptible to high degree of uncertainty
especially due to angular and radial errors along with
specular reflection problems. In fact one cannot get a pair of
consistent readings for a particular world location from two
different positions.
As shown in the fig.
2, the world point Pw has
been hit by two sonar
beams,
from
positions Pt1 and Pt 2 of
the robot at successive
time instants. One may
expect
to
obtain
Fig. 2: From two position for sonar
readings r1 & r2 as
sensor instead of getting readings
shown by solid lines.
shown by solid line, we will get some
unpredictable readings shown by
But practically one gets
extended dotted line, for a same world
instead
some
point Pw.
unpredicted
readings
like r1extd & r2extd . The algorithms which assume that these
inconsistencies in the reading are due to robot’s odometric
error will not work, since for a given environment it is very
difficult to predict whether the inconsistency in the reading
is due to sonar error or due to error in robot pose. This
problem is not seen however with the laser sensor.
In exact feature matching based SLAM; once again there
are problems with sonar sensors. The features which we can
extract from sonar sensor are wall segments, corners and
edges [7, 8]. Each of such features has a sparse
representation and a robot scan from two proximal places
does not guarantee matching between features.
If we assume for a corridor like simple environment, with
only array of sonar sensors, wall segments will be the
feature, which can be detect. And as shown in fig. 3a, in the
best case it can
detect two different
wall segments with
Fig. 3a
Fig. 3b
some overlapping
Fig. 3a, 3b: By sonar sensor for two
parts and in worst
instants even from nearly same positions
case we will get non
we can get two different wall segment
overlapping
features, which can be overlapping but
need not to be the same (fig. 3a) or nonsegments as shown
overlapping (fig. 3b).
in fig 3b. Hence not
only matching of features between successive scans is
difficult, the usual image registration algorithms that try to
solve for the rotational and translational displacement
between successive scans do not work since overlap between
features is minimal and it is also difficult to predict how
much the actual overlapping is. While these problems do not
exist with laser range finders and vision based sensors, sonar
is still an attractive proposition due to its low cost. Also
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) based online SLAM
approaches [9,10] which use edges, corners and other point
like features as landmarks to localize will not work for the
corridor like environment (figure 1) or the environment
where edges and corners are sparse and most of the features

detected are line segments. Further the EKF approach tends
to work well the less ambiguous the point landmarks are. For
this reason, EKF SLAM requires significant engineering of
feature detectors, sometimes using artificial beacons as
features [9]. So, either the robot has to visit the previously
seen edge or corners to localize or it has to use some
manually put landmarks to localize or it has to delay
localization until it detects some edges, corners or other
landmarks. And the situation becomes worst with sonar
sensors because assuring edges and corners like point
features from an individual 360 scan by sonar are very
difficult whereas getting line segment like feature is easy.
In order to overcome the above problems and to achieve
SLAM with sonar sensor only, we have proposed a novel
Feature Chain based two-step localization. In fact with
sonar, even edges, corners or circular objects can get
classified as line segment features [8]. This obviously results
into false association with an actual wall and hence
deteriorates the localization accuracy. So to remove these
false associations and to achieve robustness a Link Graph
based global association analysis approach has been
introduced. The resulting maps show that with the presented
approach the robot is accurately able to complete the loop
autonomously without any external path guiding.
II. BACKGROUND WORK
In [7], we have presented a
RCD
novel approach to get a safe and
Wall
more accurate map using sonar
sensors only, based on feature
detection and mapping onto
occupancy grid framework. We
'Z
will use that approach for
updating the map. For the
Fig. 4.: Concept of RCD. For
continuity, the basics of the
all the three sonar beams
shown as different colors, the
approach will be briefly
perpendicular reading shown
discussed here.
as middle solid arrowed line
In general the reading from
will return to the sonar sensor.
sonar is reliable only when at
least one ray of the sonar beam hits normally to the surface.
As shown in fig. 4, three different sonar beams are hitting
the walls (shown as different colors) with different axis
angles. But the distance returned by all the three beams will
be the perpendicular distance shown by the middle solid
line, because only that ray will return back to the sonar
sensor. Hence we will get a set of approximately same
reading (within a threshold) for all the sonar beams which
have been fired within the angular range 'Z , where 'Z is
beam width of one sonar beam. This region is called the
Region of Constant Depth (RCD), readings of which are the
most reliable readings in the case of sonar sensors. There are
special patterns of RCDs for walls and corners for a 360
degree scan of the environment by sonar sensor. In [7] we
have utilized these properties to extract the features like
walls and corners and able to build the accurate and safe
map of the environment. In [7], a detailed description of a

Bayesian framework based approach for mapping is
presented. Here we will assume that features like wall
segments and corners have been extracted in each 360
degree scan by sonar sensors, and we will directly use this
information for our present work.
III. METHODOLOGY
As explained in section I, it is rare to get consistent pair
of features or readings by sonar from two different
positions. So, instead of relying on feature matching,
present method relies on feature association and creates
chains of associated features.
A. Seed Chain Creation
Robot makes a first 360 degree scan of the environment
from its current position. Instead of updating the map
instantly with each reading, features are extracted from the
raw range data [7]. Each wall segment feature will serve as a
root of a new feature chain and will be assigned a
probability P(root_of_first_scan) = 1. Initially all chains are
having only one feature which is the root itself. Any feature
which will be detected in future scans will be either
associated with any chain or will become a new root for a
new feature chain. If associated, then that feature will be a
part of the feature chain and called as link. In that fashion a
feature chain will grow. Also a chain can grow in both the
directions.
B. Feature Association
During the process of exploration robot moves to a new
location and takes a new 360 scan. Most of the time each
such scan will result into some new wall segment features.
These new features will be first tried to associate with any
link or root of any existing feature chain. For associating
overlapping wall segments, a mean distance d1 is calculated,
which is the average distances from both end points and
middle point of a wall segment extracted in the current scan
onto other existing wall segments which are link or root of
feature chains. Also the angle a1 between the two wall
segments is calculated. If they are within some threshold,
then both are associated. For non overlapping walls one
more criterion is tested, the distance d2 between the nearest
end points of both the walls. If this is also within some
threshold only then both features are being associated. In our
case we have experimentally fixed d1 as 20 cm, d2 as 50 cm
and a1 as 20 degrees. Note that it is not necessary that
features will be associated with the root of a chain; they can
be associated with any other link feature of an existing
chain. And it may also be the case that a feature will not be
associated at all, which has been addressed later in this
paper.
For better understanding we will use figure 5 which is a
typical scenario from sonar scan. Red segments in figure 5
show new features extracted in a particular scan and green
segments show the links of an existing feature chain to
which the current feature has been associated based on
above mentioned criteria. Other links of the chains have
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Fig. 5: 4 different feature chains (encircled), Features extracted in
current scan (Red Segments), Links of existing chains to which current
features has been associated (Green Segments).

been shown in black. The corresponding root of each chain
has been marked separately. Note
Chain IDs
that in some cases current feature
1
2 3 4
has been associated with the root
of the chain and in others with
link of the chain.
Using the initial set of
a b c d f
associated features obtained as
Associated feature IDs
above; we create a two-layered
graph, which we are calling as
Fig. 6: Initial link graph
of associations of fig 5.
link graph. Vertices at top layer
of the link graph show the IDs of
the feature chains to which at least one feature extracted in
current scan has been associated. Vertices at the bottom
layer show the current associated features ID. Edges show
the association. Figure 6 shows the initial link graph of
associations shown in figure 5.
C. Achieving Robustness
The initial link graph, constructed as above may contain
some false associations, which if used for correcting the
pose (x, y,T) may result in incorrect localization. In fact the
association till now is loosely coupled in the sense they are
based on individual feature association. So to detect false
association we have to analyze the associations from a
global perspective. For this, a two-step individual feature fit
based analysis, with root of corresponding chain, is done.
First angle fit analysis is done. For each associated
feature of initial link graph, robot is virtually oriented in
such a way that the angle difference between that particular
feature and its associated root becomes zero. And then with
this new orientation of robot, the orientation and position of
all other features are being calculated. Then for this
particular fit, the angle difference of each associated feature
present in initial link graph with its root is calculated. Note
that this angle difference is calculated with the root of the
chain whereas for association, the angle difference was
checked with each link of the different chains. Then another
link graph is created with those associations whose angle
differences with root are within a window of + th to – th. In
our case we have chosen th as (Avg_ang + H), where
Avg_ang is average angle difference between all the initially
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Figure 7 & 8 : Top row of Fig. 7: Angle difference between feature and the root after exactly fitting one feature at a time by making angle difference 0.
Bottom row of fig 7: Corresponding link graphs with the links which are within the green window of the accepted angle difference. Top row of Fig. 8:
Normal distance from middle of feature and the root after exactly fitting one feature at a time by making normal distance 0. Bottom row of fig. 8 :
Corresponding link graphs with the links which are within the green window of the accepted normal distance.

associated features and the root of the associated chains; H is
error limit calculated experimentally, in our case H is 2
degree. Figure 7 shows link graphs by fitting angle of each
associated feature of figure 5 one at a time. The link graph
having maximum number of links will be the winner link
graph from angle fit analysis. In our example the link graphs
7(B), 7(D) and 7(E) are having maximum number of links,
so they will be the winner from angle fit analysis and also
will be a candidate for final winner link graph.
The rotational error between two wall RCDs of the same
wall are generally due to the rotational error of the robot
between the two locations. However the same can not be
said of corner and edge RCDs [8]. One may think it is easy
to discard such corner and edge RCDs from the association
process but many a time such corner and edge RCDs are
wrongly classified as walls. This in turn leads to wrongly
classified walls getting associated with previous walls. But
the errors of such false associations will not be globally
consistent with the errors of other true associations. If we
will take these types of false associations for correcting
location and orientation we end up with incorrect
localization. There exist several other sources of false
associations whose errors are not globally consistent with
errors due to true associations. The angle fit analysis
explained above takes advantage of this inconsistency to
remove these false associations. The other sources of such
errors are pillar coming out of the wall, circular objects close
to wall and so on.
The winner link graphs from angle fit obtained as above
may contain some associations, which are not agreeing
globally from the point of view of perpendicular distance
between feature and the corresponding root. As shown in the
figure 5, the current feature f has been associated with
feature chain 4 and it is also present in the winner link graph

of angle fit. But it may be the case that the associated chain
is of an open door, which is parallel to a wall and feature f is
a new feature of that wall but falsely associated with feature
chain of door. These types of false association can occur in
other cases where there is some step like structure in the
environment. To remove those associations we will generate
a set of a different kind of link graph based on the distance
fit as explained below.
Firstly, all the associated features will be made parallel to
their root features by virtually rotating them individually
with respect to robot. Then the average normal distance from
middle point of each feature to the line formed by the
associated roots will be found. Let us say it as actual average
normal dist, Act_Avg_Norl_Dist. Now each associated
feature will be made parallel to the root feature one at a time
and the normal distance from middle point of the feature to
root line segment will be found. This normal distance will be
broken into 'x and 'y components. All features will be
shifted by this ('x, 'y). It is basically fitting one feature
exactly based on the normal distance. Then other feature will
be again made parallel to their corresponding roots with
respect to robot from their new shifted position and again the
individual normal distance from the middle point of each
feature to the corresponding root line will be found. All
those association for which this new normal distance is
within some threshold –th2 to +th2 will form an edge in the
link graph corresponding to that particular fit. We have
taken th2 as (Act_Avg_Norl_Dist + H2), H2 is calculated
practically, in our case it is 5 cm. Figure 8 shows link graph
made by distance fit. Figure 8(A) shows the link graph when
feature d has been exactly fit, we will get similar link graphs
for fitting features a, b and c. Figure 8(B) shows the link
graph by fitting feature f. So, obviously the winner link
graph for distance fit is 8(A). Now to decide the final winner
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Figure 9(a)(b)(c) : 9(a) : one of the winner graph by angle fit, 9(b) : one
of the winner graph by distance fit, 9(c) : Final winner link graph by
taking common edges.

link graph, various pairs of winner graph of angle fit and
distance fit will be made by taking one from each set at a
time. For each pair, another link graph is created by taking
the common edges from both the graphs. The final winner
will be the link graph from the pair, which will be having
maximum number of common edges. And the common
edges will be the final edges of the winner link graph. In our
example we will get various pairs having same number of
common edges, the pair {7(B), 8(A)} is one of them. So we
will choose the common part of this pair as the final winner
link graph as shown in figure 9.
The features for which an edge is present in the final link
graph will be inserted as new links in the corresponding
feature chains. And for other features, a new chain will be
created by making them as the root of the chain.
This approach is able to remove false associations, which
are features c and f of figure 5 in our example. In practice
we can get this type of features, which can easily be
associated falsely with existing features due to various
reasons mentioned earlier.
D. Calculating Probability of Association
After having a reliable set of association which will be
used for correcting pose (x, y,T) of the robot, we will assign
some measure of certainty of association to a particular
feature with the corresponding associated chain. We will
assign higher weight to those associations, which are more
agreeing in a global sense. Because it may be the case that
angle difference of a particular feature with its root is less
but for 3 other associated features it is falling in a higher
range within some limits. So those 3 associations are more
agreeing about the amount of orientation error even when
their angle differences are more. Hence we find clusters of
features based on the angle difference with corresponding
roots. The cluster having maximum number of features will
be given highest weight. A probability is assigned to each
cluster by equation 1.
Number _ of _ element _ in _ the _ cluster
(1)
P (cluster )
Total _ number _ of _ elements
A second type of probability is calculated based on the
distance of the associated feature to the nearest end of the
associated link (not necessarily the root) in the chain. This
probability P(dist) is calculated by the graph shown in figure
10(a). Here dw is the average width of the commonly
existing doors. If the difference is less than half of the door

0

dw/2

50 Distance
in cm

-5

0

5

Ang. Diff. w.r.t.
mean of cluster
Figures 10(a)-10(b): (a) graph for calculating probability wrt. Nearest end
point distance; (b) wrt angle difference from mean of the cluster.

width then probability will be higher to ascertain more
certainly that the current feature as the part of the same wall.
A third type of probability is calculated based on angle
difference from the mean of the cluster. Note that cluster
itself has been found by angle difference of a feature from
the corresponding root. Graph in figure 10(b) shows how
this probability P(ang) is calculated.
And the final probability of association is computed as a
union of these probabilities as in equation 2:
P (association)

P (Cluster )  P (dist )  P (ang )

(2)

E. Creating New Chains from Unassociated features
It is common and also encouraging to have some
unassociated features in a particular scan. It is an indication
of some new unseen portion or structure of the environment.
Each unassociated feature will create a new chain by making
itself as the root of that chain. But this time the probability
of that root will not be 1 as in the case of first scan. P(root)
is basically the certainty of location of that root feature itself
and since robot has moved from its initial position so some
error must have been introduced. There are two sub-cases:
(a) some other features of the current scan have been
associated with some existing feature chain. (b) None of the
features of the current scan could be associated with any of
the existing chains. For the first case the probability to root
will be assigned by equation (3) :
n

¦ P(rootith _ associated _ chain )
P(new _ root)

i 1

n

(3)

Where n is the total number of features of the current scan
which has been associated to any of the existing chain. For
the case (b), the P(new_root) will be half of the probability
which has been calculated for the most recent case (a) by
equation (3). And it will be assigned a tag of being a
dangling chain. This will be the region where uncertainty in
localization will be the most. Our exploration strategy
should be such that it should encourage getting some
unassociated features but of type (a), discourage getting
dangling chains and also it should try to associate dangling
chains with some normal chains by finding the missing link
if possible. A special case has been discussed at subsection
G.

F. Local Localization
After having a reliable feature association with association
probabilities, a two step localization process has been
introduced to correct the position (x, y) and orientation T of
the robot. First the orientation of the robot is corrected
followed by (x, y) correction.
1) Correcting Orientation
For correcting the angle assumption of the robot we take a
weighted sum of angle difference from the roots (not with
the associated links), and find the robot’s orientation, which
will minimize equation (4).
·
§ n
¨ ¦ (( w1  w2  w3 ) * ADR (asso i )) ¸
¸
¨
T arg_ min¨ i 1
¸ (4)
n
¸
¨
¸
¨
¹
©
Where arg_min returns the value of argument T which
will minimize the quantity inside the bracket, n is the
number of associated features’ instances. ADR(assoi) is the
angle difference of the feature i with the root of the
associated feature chain. It is important to note that the
association has been done with link of the chain but the
correction will be done with the root of the chain, because
the roots are more reliable then any other link of the same
chain. Weights w1 is simply the probability of root, P(root),
of the associated chain, calculated by equation (3); w2 is half
of the probability of association P(association) calculated by
equation (2). If a feature has been detected far from the
robot’s
current
position the accuracy
w3
of orientation and
0.9
position of feature
0.3
compared
to
the
nearby-detected
0
features will be less.
Distance from
20
200robot
in cm
So another weight w3
Figure 11: Graph for calculating
takes care of this fact.
weight w3 based on distance to
Figure 11 shows the
feature
graph to calculate w3
with respect to distance from the robot. 20 and 200 are the
minimum and maximum range of getting reliable reading by
our sonar sensor.
2) Correcting Position (x,y)
For correcting the (x,y) co-ordinate of the robot, we have
to align each individual associated feature completely with
its
associated
link
in
the
(x2,y2)
chain. Then the
'x
normal distance
'y
from the middle
(x1,y1)
point of the
current feature
onto
the
associated link
Figure 12 : Finding normal distance and
feature will be
decomposing the shift into (x,y) component.

calculated as shown in figure 12. For each valid association
this distance will be decomposed into ('x, 'y). This
decomposition is required, because if we directly use the
normal distance for searching the correct position and if all
the associated features are parallel to either x or y axis then
we will end up with a line segment as the possible correct
position instead of getting a point. But by using maximum
values of 'x and 'y from this decomposition as a window
for our search in x and y direction, if features are parallel to
any of the axis, as may be the case for corridor, one of the
components will nearly equal to 0 for all the associated
features. Hence even if robot will not be able to correct the
position along one axis, it will also not increase the error
along that axis by avoiding the ambiguity.
Now to get the correct (x,y), we search in a window of –
maximum of 'x and –maximum of 'y to +maximum of 'x
and +maximum of 'y, from the current assumed position of
the robot. For each possible position of the robot in that
window, new position of the middle points (which has been
found earlier by making all the associated features virtually
parallel to root with respect to robot) is calculated. The shift
in x and y, which will minimize the weighted sum of the
normal distances given by equation (5), will be the final shift
to be added in the current position to get the correct position
of robot.
·
§ n
¨ ¦ (( w1  w3 ) * NDR ( asso i )) ¸
¸
¨i 1
(5)
( x,  y ) arg_ min ¨
¸
n
¸
¨
¸
¨
¹
©
Where w1 and w3 are the weights calculated in equation (4)
and NDR(assoi) is the normal distance from the middle of
the feature (made virtually parallel) to the associated root.
After getting corrected (x,y,T), all the readings and the
features are processed to make them consistent with the
corrected location and orientation of the robot. And then
map is incremented using our map building approach
presented in [7].
G. Handling Duel Association
A special case can arise when a same current feature has
been initially associated with two different feature chains.
Then each association will be treated as separate instance
and all the analysis for removing false associations will be
done as usual. If even after false association removal, that
feature is still being associated with both the chains; it
indicates either the loop completion or the missing link of a
feature due to which same wall is being treated as two
different features so far. Also one chain may be the dangling
chain mentioned in the section III E. In all the cases the
two chains will be merged and the new root will be
the root which is having higher probability. Also if one
chain is dangling chain then that tag will be removed from
that chain, because it has found its base chain. So the
exploration strategy will not try to find its base chain any
more to reduce the region of uncertainty.

Figures 13(left) 14(a)(middle), 14(b)(right): a corridor environment; figures 14(a), 14(b): Comparison of both the maps obtained with
SLAM and without SLAM, with an overlaid dotted rectangle resembling actual environment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have tested our algorithm in different real
environments. We are using Amigobot equipped with 8
sonar sensors fixed at certain angular intervals. For taking a
360 scan we are rotating the robot with 4 degree interval and
storing the readings from only one sensor. Remaining sonar
sensors are used during path planning. Figure 13 shows the
corridor environment. Figure 14(a) shows the map build by
using present approach of SLAM in a fully autonomous
fashion. Figure 14(b) shows the map built without correcting
the localization error. For comparing both the maps, a dotted
rectangle has been overlaid on them. The shift of the walls

from the sides of the rectangle is much in 14(b), which is
without SLAM and the shift in 14(a) is negligible showing
the accuracy of map closer to the ground truth.
Fig 15(a) and fig. 15(b) show two portions of a corridor as
it bends around a corner, which is not at right angles. Figure
16(a) shows the map built using the present method of
SLAM. Figure 16(b) shows the map obtained by robot of the
same environment but without robot’s position being
corrected. The enhancement is visible. In fig. 16(b) the
robot’s position and orientation becomes more inaccurate
after some scans resulting in a map that is shifted and tilted.
Using the present approach however the map in figure 16(a)
is closer to ground truth results.
As a proof of concept we have tested our algorithm in two

Figures 15(a)(b)(left column), Figure 16(a)(middle), 16(b)(right): 15(a),(b) :Two portion of a corridor; 16(a): map built by using present approach of
SLAM, 16(b) : map built without correcting localization error.

Figures 17(a),(b)(left column): Two environments which requires the robot to complete the loop, 17(b) is having one end open; Figures 18(a)(middle) :
Map built of fig 17(a); figure 18(b)(right) : map of 17(b), in both case loop has been completed successfully.

Figure 19 (left) & 20 (right) : fig. 19 :Another environment having rooms and corridor; fig. 20: map built by using present approach of
SLAM. Without correcting the localization error robot was even not able to come out of the room autonomously.

different environments, which are having loops. Figure 17(a)
and 17(b) shows two such environmental setups. 17(b) is
having one side open, so that after completing the loop robot
should be able to explore and build the map of the open
portion of the corridor. Figure 18(a) shows map of 17(a)
build by using present approach and figure 18(b) shows map
of 17(b) using present approach. It is evident from these
maps that in both the cases the robot was able to successfully
complete the loop by exploring the environment
autonomously without any path guiding, and the maps are
also near to ground truth. Without correcting localization
error robot was even not able to explore the loop
environment completely without external path guidance.
Figure 19 shows another environment having corridor and
rooms. Figure 20 shows the map built by present approach
of SLAM. Robot had started from the first room and then
autonomously came out of the room by exploring and
building the map with safe path planning. Then by building
the map of corridor it entered into another room to explore
and build map. During the entire process due to various
small structures in the environment robot was getting lots of
false associations. Our approach was able to detect and
remove those false associations to localize properly. Also
when we tested without correcting the localization error,
robot was even not able to come out from the first room
autonomously to explore the corridor and other rooms.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a robust feature chain based approach
for online SLAM by using data from sonar sensors alone.
The readings from sonar sensors are unpredictable beyond
some minimum angle of incidence of the sonar beam onto
the obstacle and hence getting consistent pair of features or
readings from two different positions is rare. The proposed
feature chain based approach is able to handle various issues
with sonar data and successfully localizes and builds a more
accurate map. One of the benefits of maintaining the feature
chains having roots and other links is that the robot does not
need to re-visit the previously detected features each time it
has to localize. It can use the information of earlier features

to localize from the current position itself even if those
features have not been detected in the present scan.
Furthermore for associating a current feature the closest link
of the chain is used but for correcting the localization error
we traverse back to the root of the chain and then the
position and orientation of the root is used for minimizing
the cost functions, thus enhancing the accuracy. Also the
developed two-step global consistency association analysis
based on link graphs of angle fit and distance fit is able to
remove false associations; these false associations are
practically unavoidable when using sonar data. The present
approach enables the robot to explore the environment
autonomously without any external aid. The robot is able to
build maps involving loops, demonstrating its efficacy.
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